
The
perfect
balance
for the

modern
office

Lyft



535mm

805mm

Adjusted

Lyft is a stool that answers the age 
old question, is it better to sit or 
stand.  Well, now you can do both. 
Designed to help productivity and 
wellbeing, Lyft helps improve  
posture by relieving stress placed 
upon the body.



Get smart

GetUp is the perfect accompaniment  
to your office task chair. With it’s rounded  
base GetUp offers motion and mobility  
and it’s unique curved seat offers  
uncompromising comfort and support  
whether, sitting, standing or perching.

This addition to your task chair allows  
not only greater poster but greater  
connectivity, use it for impromptu meetings  
not just prolonged work periods. 

Quite simply, however you use it, it’s the  
perfect balance for the modern office.
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perfect balance for the modern office.



Get choice

With three colour variations Lyft is an 
upbeat product that seamlessly fits any 
room. Additionally, thanks to the infinitely 
variable height adjustment it provides 
uncomplicated seating comfort.
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Lyft is a really adaptive tool for a modern 
office and perfect for those impromptu 
meetings and get togethers.

Collaborate

Individual

Whether you’re working for 8 hours or 
8 minutes, Lyft is designed to intuitively 
support your posture whilst you work.

Perch

Design to support all height ranges. Lyft 
can go from 535mm to 805mm, all with an 
effortless gas power mechanism.
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